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Photo Dictionary 

 
appreciation 
/ əˌpriːʃiˈeɪʃən / 

 
diary 

/ ˈdaɪri / 
 

elderly 
/ ˈeldərli / 

 
feed 

/ fiːd / 

 
grandchildren 
/ ɡrændˈtʃɪldrən / 

 
heavy rain 
/ ˈhevi reɪn / 

 
hug 

/ hʌɡ / 
 

kindness 
/ ˈkaɪndnəs / 

 
kiss 
/ kɪs / 

 
physician 
/ fəˈzɪʃən / 

 
pigeon 

/ ˈpɪdʒɪn / 

 
read a newspaper 
/ riːd ə ˈnuːzˌpeɪpər / 

 
respect 

/ rɪˈspekt / 

 
shout 
 / ʃaʊt / 

 
sofa 

/ ˈsoʊfə / 

 
strength  

/ streŋθ, strenθ / 

 
strong wind 
/ strɒːŋ wɪnd / 

 
take a rest 
/ teɪk ə rest / 

 
teenager 

/ ˈtiːneɪdʒər / 

 
vase 

/ veɪs, veɪz / 
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 New Words and Expressions 
  

 
 

Ms. Parks who is a lovely grandma lives in our neighborhood. She is a bit 
hard of hearing, so we have to shout when we talk to her. But she is such a 
nice lady and all our neighbors agree that her kindness is unimaginable. Her 
children and grandchildren visit her almost every weekend and have a great 
time together. Sometimes they invite us to their parties, and we enjoy it a lot. 
Her grandchildren are all teenagers and always try to show their appreciation to their grandma. 
They believe that they have lots of sweet memories with their grandma. They say they love and 
respect her highly because she has spared no pains to help them have fun in her house. 

 

Glossary 
hard of hearing / hɑːrd əv ˈhɪərɪŋ/ (adj.): unable to hear very well شنوایی سنگین 
shout /ʃaʊt/ (v) : to say something very loudly; scream; yell فریادزدن 
kindness /ˈkaɪndnəs/ (n): kind behaviour towards someone مهربانی، لطف 
grandchild /ˈɡræntʃaɪld/ (n): the child of your son or daughter نوه 
appreciation /əˌpriːʃiˈeɪʃən/ (n): a feeling of being grateful for something 
                                                       someone has done  

 تقدیر، قدردانی

memory /ˈmeməri/ (n): someone’s ability to remember things, places etc حافظه، خاطره 

spare no pains: spend as much time, money or effort as is necessary نکردن قهیمضا زیچ چیاز ه 
 

 
1. I think parents need to teach their children to ………… others for their help or kindness.  
2. Parsa is a genius. He has ……… many parts of Shahnameh and sometimes recites them for us. 
3. Many honest and helpful authorities are ………… to help people who are having lots of  
 financial challenges. 
4. Peter loves his father so much and believes that he is ………… dad in the world. 
5. Some people become ………… when they grow old, so they have to use hearing aid. 
 

Read the following text and fill in the blanks with the correct forms of the words above. 
My grandfather is 75 years old. He is a retired police officer. Although he is 

healthy and strong,  he is a bit ………… and uses hearing aid. We also have to 
………… when we are talking to him. He has been a dedicated police officer and 
usually tells us lots of stories and his ………… of good old days. He loves all of 
his ………… and when we pay him a visit in his house, he shows lots of ………… 
and tries to make us both feel at home and enjoy ourselves. Even he sometimes tries to prepare 
barbeque for us, but we stop him and do it ourselves. I think grandparents are like priceless jewels 
and grandchildren should always ………… them. 

Passage 1 
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Researchers believe that work place appreciation and gratitude plays a critical 

role in boosting the happiness and sense of belonging of the employees. 
Research findings suggest that if the employers want to see their employees 
work and function well, they must keep on appreciating good work. Not 
surprisingly, this gratitude lowers the stress level in workers and employees and makes them 
highly motivated to do their best at work. Medical research also shows that workers' general 
health is dependent on the way they are treated at workplace. If employees respect and thank 
their workers, the workers will feel the resulting  improved mental and physical strength.  

  

Glossary 
boost /buːst/ (v) : to increase or improve something and make it more successful  باالرفتن، ترقی دادن 
function /ˈfʌŋkʃən/ (v) : to work; to operate کار کردن 
surprisingly /sərˈpraɪzɪŋli/  (adv.) : unusually or unexpectedly با تعجب 
lower / ˈloʊər/ (v) : to reduce something in amount, degree, strength etc کم کردن 
medical /ˈmedɪkəl/ (adj.) : relating to medicine and the treatment of disease  پزشکی 
strength /streŋθ, strenθ/  (n) : OPP weakness توانایی، استحکام 

 

 

Exercise: Fill in the blanks with the correct forms of the words below.  
appreciation/ boost/ function/ surprisingly/ lower/ medical/ respect/ strength 

Have you ever thought about the possible relationship between appreciation and health? 
According to the findings of  recent ………… research, appreciation is a key factor as far as mental 
and physical health is concerned. Researchers believe that gratitude ………… our general health 
and physical ………… . For example, when we appreciate and thank someone, the sense of 
appreciation helps ………… our blood pressure.  It also contributes to a better ………… of our 
brain; in fact, appreciative people might enjoy a better memory, too. …………, those who are 
appreciative and tend to ………… others, specially the elderly, seem to enjoy higher levels of 
general health.  
 

Dialog: Fill in the blanks with your own words. 
Mike: Do you consider ………… an important factor in your job? 

Peter: Well, yes, of course. I love to be appreciated. It ………… my spirits and makes me happier 
and at the same time more dedicated to my job. 

Mike: Is the effect of appreciation on employees a simply instinctive feeling, or is it really based 
on ………… research findings? 

Peter: I am not sure about research findings, but the fact is that I feel the ………… throughout my 
body after I get appreciated for something. I feel as if my cells are ………… much better! 

 
 
 
 

Passage 2 
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Researchers believe that work place appreciation and gratitude plays a critical 
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Research findings suggest that if the employers want to see their employees 
work and function well, they must keep on appreciating good work. Not 
surprisingly, this gratitude lowers the stress level in workers and employees and makes them 
highly motivated to do their best at work. Medical research also shows that workers' general 
health is dependent on the way they are treated at workplace. If employees respect and thank 
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strength /streŋθ, strenθ/  (n) : OPP weakness توانایی، استحکام 

 

 

Exercise: Fill in the blanks with the correct forms of the words below.  
appreciation/ boost/ function/ surprisingly/ lower/ medical/ respect/ strength 

Have you ever thought about the possible relationship between appreciation and health? 
According to the findings of  recent ………… research, appreciation is a key factor as far as mental 
and physical health is concerned. Researchers believe that gratitude ………… our general health 
and physical ………… . For example, when we appreciate and thank someone, the sense of 
appreciation helps ………… our blood pressure.  It also contributes to a better ………… of our 
brain; in fact, appreciative people might enjoy a better memory, too. …………, those who are 
appreciative and tend to ………… others, specially the elderly, seem to enjoy higher levels of 
general health.  
 

Dialog: Fill in the blanks with your own words. 
Mike: Do you consider ………… an important factor in your job? 

Peter: Well, yes, of course. I love to be appreciated. It ………… my spirits and makes me happier 
and at the same time more dedicated to my job. 

Mike: Is the effect of appreciation on employees a simply instinctive feeling, or is it really based 
on ………… research findings? 

Peter: I am not sure about research findings, but the fact is that I feel the ………… throughout my 
body after I get appreciated for something. I feel as if my cells are ………… much better! 

 
 
 
 

Passage 2 
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The dialogue between Sara and the Nurse on 
page 20 of the book continues:

 

 
Part A: 
 
Nurse: Yeah, really interesting! Well, Iran has always had great physicians and doctors and such a  
 rich heritage in medicine. 
Sara: Sounds interesting. Can you name some of them? I'd like to know them.  
Nurse: Back in history, we can mention Avicenna. 
Sara: Avicenna? Who was he? 
Nurse: Yes, Avicenna. He was a great Persian physician and philosopher. 
Sara: It's so interesting. Can you tell me more about him. 
Nurse: Yeah, why not. He has written two great books in medicine and philosophy, and he is buried  
 in Hamedan. His life is a source of inspiration for many people. 
Sara: That's so nice, I think I'll ask my dad to take us to Hamedan this summer. I can't wait to visit  
 his tomb. 
Nurse: Yeah, I think that will be an exciting trip, Hamedan is such a nice city, 3000 years old, with  
 lots of ancient things to see. 

Comprehension Check Questions 

I. Answer the following questions. 
1. Has Iran ever had great physicians? 
2. Is Avicenna a contemporary physician? 
3. Do you like to read Avicenna's biography? Why? 

II. Put True or False. 
1. Avicenna was just a philosopher.  True False 
2. Avicenna has written about medical and philosophical issues.  True False 

III. Choose the best answer. 
1. Sara will visit Hamedan if …. 

a) she has enough time                  b) she can save for that 
c) her father agrees to take them to Hamedan       d) Hamedan is not far away 

2. According to the conversation, Avicenna's life has been … 
a) limited to medicine              b) limited to philosophy 
c) a source of inspiration           d) very short 

3. The underlined word 'ancient' is the opposite of …. 
a) old         b) big       c) historical               d) modern 
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Part B: 
Sara: What about other famous Iranian physicians? Could you please name another one? 
Nurse: Let me think! Yeah, Professor Majid Sami'i. 
Sara: Professor Sami'i? Please tell me more about him. 
Nurse: He is in fact a distinguished brain surgeon. 
Sara: Is he working in this hospital?  
Nurse: No, he is in Germany, but he frequently visits his homeland to do surgery 
            on patients. 
Sara: How kind and dedicated he is! 
Nurse: Yes, he really is. The greatest brain surgery center in the middle east is being constructed  
 under his supervision. 
Sara: Really? Where? 
Nurse: In Tehran, it is a huge beautiful building that looks like a human brain. 
Sara: Wow, awesome! Where is Professor Sami'i from? 
Nurse: I think he is from Rasht, he was born and raised there, have you ever been to Rasht? 
Sara: Yeah, once we visited Rasht a couple of years ago, it is called  "Rain City". It was so  
 beautiful. 
Nurse: It is certainly beautiful, and the Rashti people are highly educated and civilized. 

Comprehension Check Questions 

I. Answer the following questions. 

1. What do you know about professor Sami'i? 
2. Is he a famous GP? 

II. Put True or False. 

1. Sara is not sure if Professor Sami'i is dedicated.   True  False 

2. Professor Sami'i is a surgeon.     True  False 

III. Choose the best answer. 

1. Professor Sami'i was born and raised in ………… . 
a) Germany b) Tehran   c) Rain City d) Berlin 

2. The brain surgery center is being constructed in ………… . 
a) Germany  b) Rasht    c) Rain City  d) Tehran 
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New Words and Expressions 
 

 

 

 Showing appreciation can increase a person’s wellness and general health, create better sleep 
habits, increase metabolism and lower stress levels. This directly impacts work results and 
employee interaction. With employee appreciation, you’re not only boosting performance and 
engagement, but the employee’s well-being and health. 

In addition, showing appreciation or gratitude towards co-workers creates more pro-social 
interaction. According to an article published in Positive Psychology, gratitude is currently one 
of the hottest topics in positive emotion research. Based on research, people who participated 
in gratitude exercises were found to be more willing and interested in pro-social activities than 
others. Pro-social means caring for and promoting other’s well-being usually through altruistic 
acts. 

 

Glossary 
based on /beɪst ɑːn/ (adj.): If one thing is based on another, it is developed from it. بر اساس 
willing /ˈwɪlɪŋ/  (adj.): prepared to do something; eager  ،راضی، راغبمایل  
care for /ker fə/ (phr v): to look after someone who is not able to look after 
                                               themselves SYN take care of 

 مراقبت کردن

Exercise: Fill in the blanks with the correct forms of the new words you've learnt in this 
lesson. 

Look at this interesting ad of a nursing home. It says that they are ready to 
accept the elderly in their place and take good care of them. They claim that 
they would spare no pains to ………… the residents' health and happiness in a 
perfect way. It is also mentioned that many families of the ………… who live 
in the nursing home have ………… its staff's efforts in ………… the morale 
of the old men and women. The kind and supportive nurses seem to help ………… the anxiety and 
stress levels of the elderly residents. The ad says that ………… on a survey, residents are satisfied 
with the quality of services provided and are ………… to stay there forever.  

 
 

Creative writers usually do not follow certain principles or set of rules 
while writing their essays and books. They can simply look at a natural 
scene or think about a number of things and get the inspiration for writing. 
The combination of inspiration and talent usually makes up the necessary 
ingredients for producing a piece of writing which would excite 
generations. Creative writers may not provide solutions to problems, but 
when we browse a collection of their works, we come to understand that they are talented beyond 
our explanation and description. 

Passage 1 

Passage 2 
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Glossary 
principle /ˈprɪnsəpəl/ (n): a moral rule or belief about what is right and wrong اصل اخالقی 
set /set/ (n): a group of similar things that belong together in some way مجموعه 
inspiration /ˌɪnspəˈreɪʃən/ (n): a good idea about what you should do, write, say etc الهام 
combination /ˌkɒmbəˈneɪʃən/ (n): two or more different things that exist together  
                                                           or are used or put together 

 ترکیب

ingredient /ɪnˈɡriː.di.ənt/ (n) one of the parts of something successful جزء سازنده 
generation /ˌdʒenəˈreɪʃən/ (n): all people of about the same age نسل 
solution /səˈluːʃən/ (n): a way of solving a problem or dealing with a difficult situation راه حل 
collection / kəˈlek.ʃən/ (n): a group of objects of one type that have been collected  
                                               in one place 

 مجموعه

description /dɪˈskrɪpʃən/ (n) : a piece of writing or speech that gives details about  
                                                    what someone or something is like 

 توصیف

 

 
Management is usually ………… as a set of skills and knowledge that, if 

………… in a balanced way, can be used for ………… problems. Knowledge 
is not enough for effective management; that's why if you read a ………… of 
most recently published books on the very basic ………… of management, 
you may not be able to be an effective manager practically. As a potential 
manager, you should know that you may face some situations in which you 
need to ………… your own ideas. You also need to be able to ………… others so that they would 
spare no pains in order to achieve the set goals. 

 
 

Nokhbe Pupil wrote the passage below. She used some pictures instead of words. 
Can you write down the words?  

  
After my grandmother passed away 2 years ago, I asked my grandfather to come and live  with us. 

I didn't want him, an …………
 
 man, to live alone. He accepted my request. Now, he is 

living with us. He is healthy and has great physical ………… .   He has 8 …………

 
, all of whom are my cousins.  

Yesterday was a holiday, and we were all at home. My dad was sitting on a …………  . 

He was busy …………  while my mom was writing her ………… . I was 
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                                               in one place 

 مجموعه

description /dɪˈskrɪpʃən/ (n) : a piece of writing or speech that gives details about  
                                                    what someone or something is like 

 توصیف

 

 
Management is usually ………… as a set of skills and knowledge that, if 

………… in a balanced way, can be used for ………… problems. Knowledge 
is not enough for effective management; that's why if you read a ………… of 
most recently published books on the very basic ………… of management, 
you may not be able to be an effective manager practically. As a potential 
manager, you should know that you may face some situations in which you 
need to ………… your own ideas. You also need to be able to ………… others so that they would 
spare no pains in order to achieve the set goals. 

 
 

Nokhbe Pupil wrote the passage below. She used some pictures instead of words. 
Can you write down the words?  

  
After my grandmother passed away 2 years ago, I asked my grandfather to come and live  with us. 

I didn't want him, an …………
 
 man, to live alone. He accepted my request. Now, he is 

living with us. He is healthy and has great physical ………… .   He has 8 …………

 
, all of whom are my cousins.  

Yesterday was a holiday, and we were all at home. My dad was sitting on a …………  . 

He was busy …………  while my mom was writing her ………… . I was 
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…………  my …………  in the yard. My grandpa was sitting beside my father 

and watching a program on TV. Suddenly, the big blue …………   fell on his arm and his 

arm was bruised and injured. We had to take him to the hospital in our neighborhood. The 

…………  was a very nice young man who treated us with extreme …………  and 

………… . After examining my grandpa, he assured us that it was a minor problem. We 

expressed our …………   to him and went back home. 

Some words are scrambled in the following text. Can you unscramble them? 
It is very important for us to respect our elders. It is also important to note that elders were not 

orbn elders; they were kids like us and now have ogrwn old. A few years enhce we will also  
grow older. If today we respect them, our present and future energations will carry those values 

and will learn to respect us as well when we grow old.  
Elders have a lot to serha with us: their life experiences, their urfailes, their successes and 

many  more. Thus we need to care for them because they servede to be cared for. Respect and 
care for elders start with our parents as they are our first teachers in our life. 

No matter what we do in our lives, who we are, and where we live, we must love them as they 
love us lyconunditional. They feel honored when we aciatppree their love and respect them. So 
it is our duty to help them when they need us because they are not young enough to edlhan things 
on their own like before.   
…………………...  …………………...  …………………...  …………………... 

…………………...  …………………...  …………………...  …………………... 

…………………...  …………………... 
 

Nokbe Pupil has improvised some interesting hypothetical situations, and she 
wants to know how you would react to those situations. 
 

What do we usually do when we face each of the following situations? Match the 
situations in Column A with appropriate reactions in column B. (there is an extra reaction) 

A B 
heavy rain 
a car accident 
an inspiring biography 
a valuable heritage 
uncertainty 
a distinguished author 
a nice collocation 

a- call the police 
b- jot it down in our notebook 
c- express our appreciation for their impressive books 
d- receive advice from others to take the right decision 
e- try to safeguard it and keep it for future generations 
f- recommend it to our friends 
g- take shelter 
h- take a rest 
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Analyze the relationship between words in the first pair and choose a pair of words with a 
similar relationship. 
1. boost : Improve   

1) strength: weakness 2) grandchildren: grandparents  
3) memory: brain 4) author: writer 

2. teenager : Elderly   
1) kindness: cruelty 2) sound: seem 3) elders: people 4) windy: weather 

3. pigeon : Bird 
1) heart: body 2) sofa: furniture 3) confirm: reject 4) provide: supply 

4. distinguished: Professor 
1) smart: intelligent 2) generate: produce 3) top: teacher 4) kiss: kindness 

5. quantity : Ton 
1) normal: abnormal 2) time : minute 3) knife: tool 4) train: transportation 

 
Let's learn more collocations! 
Which of the following words can be used for the following situations. 

solution / agreement / heritage / responsibility / principle / blessing 
 Russia and Ukraine disagree over many issues, but they are trying to look at those issues from a 
new perspective and settle their differences. (to find a new …………) 

 We need to teach people that we have a glorious history and civilization. In fact, every one needs 
to do their best in order to preserve this invaluable cultural and historical treasure for future 
generations. (to safeguard our cultural …………) 

 John is so happy and thinks that God loves him a lot. He has been elected as the most talented 
musician and prays and appreciates God Almighty for this. (to cherish one's …………) 

 On our student tour, each student was tasked with doing a certain thing and as I was interested in 
cooking, I volunteered to act as a chef and cook a local dish for them. (to accept a …………) 

 I frequently visit University of Tehran as I have studied there for long years. In fact, the campus 
makes me feel at home and I simply enjoy my time there. (to have a sense of …………) 

 You need to have citizens that abide by some rules; otherwise, you will have a mere jungle instead 
of a civilized community. (to follow certain …………) 

A Set of Tests Following the Style of Tests in University Entrance Exam. 
1. The traffic police officer didn't accept the ………… of the accident which was given by  
 the dishonest driver. 

1) combination 2) description 3) solution 4) communication 
2. The soldiers, ………… their families, were attending the president's speech. 

1) along with 2) in addition 3) coming 4) arriving 
3. Human body is a real wonder of creation. It has many organs and each organ has a certain 
………… . 

1) junction 2) function 3) dedication 4) collection 
4. Judy had three sisters, and she was ………… from them by her height and blonde hair. 

1) dedicated 2) distinguished 3) described 4) regarded 
5. The police have ………… one officer to monitor the health status of school bus drivers. 

1) solved 2) forgiven 3) forgotten 4) dedicated 
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6. During the court session, the robber suddenly became so sad and …………, begging the  
 old lady to forgive him. 

1) burst into laughter 2) escaped 3) burst into tears 4) joked 
7. At the start of the conference, the chair of the conference expressed his ………… and  
 thanks to all participants. 

1) confirmation 2) uncertainty 3) appreciation 4) regret 
8. This is an  easy test and cannot ………… certain knowledge and information from the  
  test-takers. 

1) inspire 2) elicit 3) incite 4) require 
9. The minister said that ………… poor families, the government would provide food and  
 clothing as soon as possible.  

1) a little while 2) based on 3) with regards to 4) along with 
10. Khaled Husseini, the well-known Afghan-American writer, draws his ………… or his  
 amazing novels from his childhood memories in Afghanistan. 

1) inspiration 2) separation 3) collection 4) generation 
11. Sam: What is your favorite food back in Japan, Jimmy? 
 Jimmy: Well, I ate almost everything, ………… sea food and Sushi. 

1) boosting 2) regarding 3) replacing 4) including 
12. Henry: Why don't they let children swim near the beach? 
 Bill: I think the old factory has released a ………… of toxic waste into the sea. 

1) quality 2) quantity 3) pair 4) number 
13. Steve: Do you think tourism will save Spanish economy? 
 Roberto: Spanish economy will suffer even further without a major ……… in tourism. 

1) heritage 2) process 3) boost 4) regret 
14. Parsa: Why do mothers have such an important role in their families? 
 Mahyar: Because mothers are often the ones who ……… emotional support for the family. 

1) provide 2) hate 3) care for 4) cure 
15. Mike: Where can I see symbols of the recent history of Iran? 
 Hamid: I think you can visit Tabriz and Tehran to see our top national ………… . 

1) guideline  2) principle 3) blessing 4) heritage 
16. Betty: Did you like the movie? 
 Jane: Yes, specially, Nicole Kidman's role as a single mom trying to ………… two  
                  teenage children on her own. 

1) bring out 2) bring up 3) take out 4) take up 
17. Liam: How did the epidemic disease start? 
 Roger: The virus has ………… transferred from animals to man in Africa. 

1) responsibly 2) willingly 3) peacefully 4) accidentally 
18. Sina: Do you think they can save our national economy? 
 Sepehr: I think there is no easy and short-term ………… to our economic problems. 

1) function 2) solution 3) description 4) mention 
19. Kim: Unemployment is directly influenced by the huge number of job-seekers. 
 Kevin: Not …………, with youth unemployment so high, some people fail to find jobs. 

1) certainly 2) suddenly 3) sensibly 4) surprisingly 
20. Shiva: Do you fancy leaving your village and moving to a city? 
 Hasti: Yeah, why not. But I'd like to live in a modern one ………… an ancient one. 

1) rather than 2) along with 3) with regards to 4) by accident 
21. Javad: How many people were killed in the earthquake that hit Bam 15 years ago? 
 Karim: I don't know exactly. Reports failed to ………… the earlier estimates. 

1) collect 2) combine 3) confirm 4) control 
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Collocations )عبارتهای همنشین )همایندها 
A collocation is a group of words that usually go together. For example, in English, we say 'take 
medicine'. It's grammatically correct to say 'eat medicine' or 'drink medicine', but both of these 
sound completely strange. A native English speaker would never say 'eat medicine'. ... 
Collocations are very, very important. 

 
 
Some of the most common types of collocations   های همنشین که متداول هستند:        انواع عبارت  

1. adjective + noun: strong wind (NOT heavy wind)  باد شدید 

2. noun + noun: peace talks (NOT peace speaking)        مذاکرات صلح 

3. noun + verb: lions roar (NOT lions shout)        کنند. شیرها غرش می  

4. verb + noun: make a decision (NOT get a decision)       تصمیم گرفتن 

5. verb + adjective: go blind (NOT come blind)   کور شدن 

6. adverb + adjective: completely satisfied (NOT downright satisfied)        ًراضی کامال  
 

Some more examples related to lesson one: 
on somebody’s advice:   به خاطر نصیحت کسی 

give somebody some advice:   کسی را نصیحت کردن 

get some advice:   از کسی پند گرفتن 

ask somebody’s advice:  از کسی مشاوره خواستن 

ask for advice:  خواستن، مشاوره گرفتن هیتوص  
take/follow sb’s advice:  نصیحت کسی را پذیرفتن 

a piece/bit of advice:  اندکی نصیحت 
 
Exercise: Make collocations by matching the words given in groups A and B. 
A: laughter/ an agreement/ a best- selling/ calm/ failure/ a cure/ a diary/ respect 
B: author/ deserve/ reach/ write/ burst into/ remain/ seek /end in 
…………………  ………………… ………………… ………………… 
………………… ………………… ………………… ………………… 

 take medicineگوییم روند. مثالً در زبان انگلیسی، میعبارت همنشین گروهی از کلمات هستند که با هم به کار می

ستند ولی برای یک انگلیسی از لحاظ گرامری صحیح ه drink medicineو  eat medicine)دارو خوردن(. دو عبارت 

. اینجاست که به اهمیت eat/ drink medicineگوید رسند. یک فرد انگلیسی هرگز نمیزبان کامالً عجیب به نظر می

 بریم.همایندها پی می
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Before You Read: 
 
A. You will find these words in the following reading. 
Pair up and match the pictures with the words. 

 
A (     ) 

 
B (    ) 

 
C (    ) 

 
D (    ) 

1. Pitch 2. Punish 3. Opponent 4. Discriminate 
 

B. The following examples show a lack of respect. Work with a partner and choose four 
items. Then make notes of how you feel about them, who or what is being disrespected, 
and what people could do to change their attitudes. 
Throwing litter in the street         Sending text messages in class 
Making fun of people or teasing them     Ignoring the opinions of others 
Putting pressure on people to do what you want to do 
Going along with prejudices         Drawing graffiti 
Being rude to parents or teachers      Cheating in a game or sport 
 

 

C. Read the following statements. Do you agree or disagree? Put a check mark (). Add 
two more statements of your own. 

Statement Agree Disagree No Idea 
Throwing litter in the street shows a lack of respect for 
authority, your community and the environment. 

   

Being respectful towards others benefit us.    
You can learn about people when you view them from 
a different culture. 

   

Professional sportspeople should set an example for 
their fans. 

   

    
    

 

Discuss your ideas with a partner. 
------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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D. Read the text and answer the questions in your own words. 

 Respect Others 

Followers of football will have noticed the word ‘respect’ on 
players’ shirts and around football pitches. This works as a gentle 
reminder to both players and fans that football is a game, not a war. 
Today’s football matches are highly competitive and players are 
motivated to win. It would be easy to get caught up in the action of 
a game and to consider the opponent to be your enemy. However, 
when players shake hands before or after a match, it reminds us that, 
whatever happens on the pitch, these people are professionals, and losing is part of the game. 
Players whose behavior is considered unacceptable are usually punished severely. 

The players are also setting an example for their fans to follow. Just because someone supports 
a different team from you, it doesn’t mean you have to hate that person. And if you lose a match, 
that shouldn’t mean that you stop respecting your opponent. Unfortunately, in the past, fighting 
between rival fans was a frequent feature of football matches. Football’s governing bodies have 
done a lot of work towards stopping this and, although it does happen sometimes, violence is now 
quite rare at matches. 

Respect goes a lot further than the opposing players and fans at a football match. We should 
respect the rules of the game too, and that means respecting the referee’s decisions. With players 
from different nations competing, respect is also needed so that we don’t discriminate against 
people of a different color or ethnic background. Neither is respect confined to football. All 
sports should encourage their participants to do their best, while continuing to respect the efforts 
of others. 

 
 

Glossary 
Gentle: kind, soft, moderate ،آرام نجیب  
Reminder: thing that reminds یادآوری 
Competitive: involving competition رقابتی 
Motivate: cause, induce تحریک کردن 
Professional: specialist ایحرفه  
Severely: seriously جدی 

Violence: extreme force  خشونت 
Referee: umpire داور 
Discriminate: distinguish تبعیض قائل شدن 
Ethnic: of different racial groups قومی 
Effort: attempt تالش 
Frequent: happening often; common مکرر 

 

A. Skim the reading and answer the following questions. 
1. What is the difference between your opponent and your enemy? 
2. Why does the writer say ‘losing is part of the game’ near the end of the first paragraph? 
3. How does the violence at today’s football matches compare with the past? 
4. Apart from the other team’s players and their fans, what else should we respect, according to  
    the writer? 
5. Why does the writer mention ‘different nations’ in the last paragraph? 
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B. Find words or phrases in the passage that mean the following: 
1. very involved (para 1) …………………..……………………………………………………... 
2. the person you play against (para 1) …………………..………………………………………. 
3. the place where football is played (para 1) …………………..………………………………... 
4. people who do a job for money (para 1) …………………..…………………………………... 
5. strictly; heavily (para 1) …………………..…………………………………………………… 
6. from a different team (two answers; para 2, para 3) …………………..………………………. 
7. organisations (para 2) …………………..…………………..…………………………………. 
8. the person who controls a football match (para 3) …………………..…………………..……. 
9. treat differently, usually badly (para 3) …………………..…………………..……………….. 
10. people who take part (para 3) …………………..…………………..…………………………. 

 
 
After You Read 
 

1. Number the following in order of how important you think they 
are, with number 1 as the most important. 
Respect for: 

 your elders (the older generation)      your community 

 the environment                                authority 

 situations (e.g. formal occasions)     your parents 

 teachers and lecturers                    opponents in sport 

 people with different beliefs      people less fortunate than you 
 

2. Complete the sentences using the words in the box. 

 
1. You should …………… attention when people talk to you. It’s a sign of respect. 
2. It is important to …………… consideration towards others at all times. 
3. To become captain of the team, you have to …………… the respect of your teammates. 
4. If you never respect others, then you don’t …………… respect yourself. 
5. We should never …………… other people’s opinions as unimportant – they have a right to  
     believe what they want. 
6. If you …………… against people or groups, it shows you do not respect their views. 
7. As a …………… of respect for the popular actor, they named a street after him. 
8. His school report mentioned that his behavior sometimes showed a …………… of respect  
     for his teachers. 
 
3. Tick the sentences in exercise 2 that you agree with. Make a note of some of your 
reasons. 

 1   You should at least listen to the other person even if you don’t agree. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

e.g.

deserve             discriminate             earn               lack 
  mark                       pay                   regard             show 
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Critical Thinking 
1) What do you understand by ‘respecting authority’? 

2) Why is it important to respect authority? 

3) Is it more important to respect your parents or your teachers? 

4) Why should we respect our community/the environment? 

 

      To dear teachers,   

Question Generation: Steps 
Introduce this strategy to the class: 
Locating Explicit Main idea: Using examples of passages with explicit main ideas, train students 
to identify and underline main-idea sentences.  
Finding Key Facts: In some passages, the main idea is implied rather than explicitly stated. 
Readers must first identify the key facts or ideas of the passage before they can summarize the 
passage’s main idea. Use examples of passages with implied main ideas. Locate and circle key 
facts or ideas. Describe to students how you distinguished this central information from less 
important details.  
Writing a “Gist” Sentence: Show students a passage with an implied main idea. Circle all key 
ideas or facts. Demonstrate how to write a “gist” sentence (one that is built from the identified 
key ideas and summarize the paragraph’s main idea). Emphasize that the reader may have link 
information from different sections of the passage to build a gist sentence. 
Generating Questions: Tell students that careful readers often construct questions about what they 
are reading to help them learn. Put up a list of ‘signal words’ that can be used as question-
students: e.g. who, what, where, when, why, how. Using sample passage, show students how to 
convert explicit main-idea sentences or reader-created “gist” sentences into questions.  
A. Read the passage again. Generate at least five questions with the question starters 
and then answer them. 

1. ............................................................................................................................. ...... 
2. ................................................................................................................................... 
3. ............................................................................................................................. ...... 
4. ................................................................................................................................... 
5. ............................................................................................................................. ...... 

B. Skim the ‘Reading’. Write its main ideas. 
............................................................................................................................. ...... 

C. Read the ‘Reading’. Find what these underlined words refer to. 
it ............................ this ............................ 

these ............................ their ............................  
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A. Read the passage again. Generate at least five questions with the question starters 
and then answer them. 

1. ............................................................................................................................. ...... 
2. ................................................................................................................................... 
3. ............................................................................................................................. ...... 
4. ................................................................................................................................... 
5. ............................................................................................................................. ...... 

B. Skim the ‘Reading’. Write its main ideas. 
............................................................................................................................. ...... 

C. Read the ‘Reading’. Find what these underlined words refer to. 
it ............................ this ............................ 

these ............................ their ............................  
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Mr. Nokhbe: Hi Class. 
Class: Hi Sir. Good day.                       
Nokhbe Pupil: Excuse me, Sir. Have you corrected our papers? 
Mr. Nokhbe: Yeah, they have been corrected. 
Class: Could you give us the marks? 
Mr. Nokhbe: No, they were given to the office.   
Class: Oh, no! 

 

We use the passive voice when what concerns us is the action itself. 

FORM:  

SUBJECT + VERB TO BE + PAST PARTICIPLE. 

 
  

Tense To be Past Participle 
Present is/are/am done 

Present continuous is/are/am +being written 
Past simple was/were eaten 

Past continuous was/were+ being drunk 
Present perfect has/have been read 

 
 

 The test is done. 
The letters are being written. 
The sandwiches were eaten. 
The books have been read. 

 
 

Complete the sentences with the passive voice using the present simple. 
1. My bedroom …………… (clean) every morning. 
2. The letters …………… (bring) by the postman. 
 

Complete the sentences with the passive voice using the present continuous. 
1. My car …………… (repair) at the moment. 
2. A cake …………… (bake) by my grandma. 
 

e.g.

هنگامی که عمل انجام شده از اهمیت زیادی 
 کنیم.استفاده می وجه مجهولبرخوردار است از 

 قسمت سوم فعل +to be + فاعل  فرمول :

 وجه مجهول
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Complete the sentences with the passive voice using the simple past. 
1. Tickets for the concert …………… (buy) yesterday. 
2. More than 30 questions …………… (ask) in the test. 
 
 

Complete the sentences with the passive voice using the past continuous. 
1. Phone calls …………… (make) all the afternoon. 
2. The lights went out while the test …………… (do). 
 

Complete the sentences with passive voice using the present perfect. 
1. A new dress …………… (buy) by my sister. 
2. Lunch …………… (just/ serve). 
 
 

Turn these active sentences into passive sentences. 
1. She is going to drink soup. 2. They are opening a current account. 
3. He has made new appointments. 4. They brought sandwiches for the guests.  
5. He waters the plants every morning. 6. They were planning the trip. 
\\ 
 
 

Turn these active questions into passive. 
1. Did you fill up these forms? 2. Do you wash your cat everyday? 
3. Will you buy a present? 4. Are you going to bring sandwiches? 
5. Have you read the new book? 
 

 
Ms Nokhbe has made some tests for you. Let's do them. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

PASSIVE VOICE 

1. Choose the right form of the verb in Passive Voice: 

1. This street___ (call) the 1st Avenue. a) were called b) is called c) are called 

2. Our plan___ (discuss) next week. a) was discussed b) is discussed c) will be discussed 

3. The telephone___ (invent) in 1876. a) is invented b) will be invented c) was invented 

4. A lot of guests___ (invite) every year. a) is invited b) are invited c) were invited 

5. The window___ (clean) now. a) is being cleaned b) will be cleaned c) was cleaned 

6. This work___ (finish) tomorrow. a) was finished b) will be finished c) is finished 

2. Fill in the correct form of the verb in Passive Voice: 
1. The keys____ (lose) by Bob yesterday. 
2. The cheap flights___ (recommend) in summer. 
3. Many parties___ (held) in this large hall. 
4. The University of Oxford___ (found) in 1214. 

3. Change the sentences into passive: 
1. They produce a lot of cars in Japan. A lot of cars ________ in Japan. 
2. He has stolen all the money from the bag. All the money _______ by him from the bag. 
3. We are recording a new programme now.  A new programme _______ by us now. 
4. He mended our microwave yesterday. Our microwave ________ by him yesterday. 
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Complete the sentences with the passive voice using the simple past. 
1. Tickets for the concert …………… (buy) yesterday. 
2. More than 30 questions …………… (ask) in the test. 
 
 

Complete the sentences with the passive voice using the past continuous. 
1. Phone calls …………… (make) all the afternoon. 
2. The lights went out while the test …………… (do). 
 

Complete the sentences with passive voice using the present perfect. 
1. A new dress …………… (buy) by my sister. 
2. Lunch …………… (just/ serve). 
 
 

Turn these active sentences into passive sentences. 
1. She is going to drink soup. 2. They are opening a current account. 
3. He has made new appointments. 4. They brought sandwiches for the guests.  
5. He waters the plants every morning. 6. They were planning the trip. 
\\ 
 
 

Turn these active questions into passive. 
1. Did you fill up these forms? 2. Do you wash your cat everyday? 
3. Will you buy a present? 4. Are you going to bring sandwiches? 
5. Have you read the new book? 
 

 
Ms Nokhbe has made some tests for you. Let's do them. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

PASSIVE VOICE 

1. Choose the right form of the verb in Passive Voice: 

1. This street___ (call) the 1st Avenue. a) were called b) is called c) are called 

2. Our plan___ (discuss) next week. a) was discussed b) is discussed c) will be discussed 

3. The telephone___ (invent) in 1876. a) is invented b) will be invented c) was invented 

4. A lot of guests___ (invite) every year. a) is invited b) are invited c) were invited 

5. The window___ (clean) now. a) is being cleaned b) will be cleaned c) was cleaned 

6. This work___ (finish) tomorrow. a) was finished b) will be finished c) is finished 

2. Fill in the correct form of the verb in Passive Voice: 
1. The keys____ (lose) by Bob yesterday. 
2. The cheap flights___ (recommend) in summer. 
3. Many parties___ (held) in this large hall. 
4. The University of Oxford___ (found) in 1214. 

3. Change the sentences into passive: 
1. They produce a lot of cars in Japan. A lot of cars ________ in Japan. 
2. He has stolen all the money from the bag. All the money _______ by him from the bag. 
3. We are recording a new programme now.  A new programme _______ by us now. 
4. He mended our microwave yesterday. Our microwave ________ by him yesterday. 
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I. Complete the dialogues using passive forms of the verbs. Read the model. 
 

A: Has anyone repaired the dishwasher? 
B: Yes, it has just been repaired. (just - repair) 

 
1. A: Has anyone repaired the dishwasher?   

B: No, it …………………… (not yet –repair) 
 
 
 
2. A: Are they paving the street? 

B: Yes, the street ………………… (pave) 
 
 
 
 
3. A: Were they serving dinner when you arrived? 

B: Yes, dinner ………………… (serve) when I arrived. 
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Put the verbs in brackets into the active or passive. 

 

 
I. Complete the sentence in an appropriate way. 

 
II. Choose the sentence (1-4) which you think best fits the story. 

 

William Shakespeare ………………… (bear) on 26th April 1564. He 
was an English poet and playwright who ………………… (regard) as the 
greatest writer in the English language.  He ………………… (often/call) 
England’s national poet. His surviving works ………………… (consist) of 
about 38 plays, 154 sonnets, two long narrative poems and several other 
poems.  His plays ………………… (translate) into every major living 
language and ………………… (perform) more often than those of any 
other playwright. 
Shakespeare was born and raised in Stratford-upon-Avon.  At the age of 18 he ………………… 
(marry) Anne Hathaway and they ………………… (have) three children: Susanna, Hamnet and 
Judith who ………………… (be) twins.  Between 1585 and 1592, he ………………… (begin) 
a successful career in London as an actor, writer and part owner of a playing company which 
………………… (call) the Lord Chamberlain’s Men and which ………………… (later/know) as 
the King’s Men.  He ………………… (retire) to Stratford around 1613 where he ……………… 
(die) three years later. 

Sir Isaac Newton …………… (be) often so deeply interested in 
difficult problems that he …………… (become) quite absent-minded. One 
day a gentleman …………… (come) to see him, but …………… (tell) that 
Sir Isaac …………… (be) busy in his study since that morning, and that 
nobody …………… (allow) to disturb him.  

  As it was dinner time, the visitor ……… (sit) down in the dining room to wait for the scientist. 
The servant …………… (come) and ……… (place) a boiled chicken under a cover on the table. 
The gentleman, feeling very hungry, ………… (eat) the chicken, and covering up the skeleton, 
………… (ask) the servant to prepare another one for his master. 

  Before the second chicken was ready the scientist ………… (enter) the room, apologizing for 
his delay. Then Sir Isaac ………… (add) that as he ………… (feel) rather tired and hungry, 
he ………… (hope) that the visitor ………… (excuse) him a little longer, and after dinner he 
………… (be) at the gentleman’s service. With those words Newton ……… (lift) the cover, 
without any emotion ………… (turn) round to his visitor and ………… (say) that what a 
strange set the scientists ………… (be), as he himself quite ………… (forget) that he 
………… (dine) already! 

  At this moment the servant ……… (bring) in the other chicken. The visitor ……… (explain) 
how matters ………… (stand). After a hearty laugh, the hungry scientist ………… (sit) down 
to dine.  

The text describes how__________ 
1) the visitor studied the skeleton of the chicken 2) Isaac Newton had dinner with his visitor. 
3) the great physicist worked in his study. 4) Isaac Newton forgot if he had had dinner. 

1) He was busy in his study when a visitor came. 
2) Newton was interested in the problem of cooking. 
3) An absent-minded visitor came to see Newton. 
4) The gentleman was allowed to disturb Newton when he was having dinner. 
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Put the verbs in brackets into the active or passive. 

 

 
I. Complete the sentence in an appropriate way. 

 
II. Choose the sentence (1-4) which you think best fits the story. 

 

William Shakespeare ………………… (bear) on 26th April 1564. He 
was an English poet and playwright who ………………… (regard) as the 
greatest writer in the English language.  He ………………… (often/call) 
England’s national poet. His surviving works ………………… (consist) of 
about 38 plays, 154 sonnets, two long narrative poems and several other 
poems.  His plays ………………… (translate) into every major living 
language and ………………… (perform) more often than those of any 
other playwright. 
Shakespeare was born and raised in Stratford-upon-Avon.  At the age of 18 he ………………… 
(marry) Anne Hathaway and they ………………… (have) three children: Susanna, Hamnet and 
Judith who ………………… (be) twins.  Between 1585 and 1592, he ………………… (begin) 
a successful career in London as an actor, writer and part owner of a playing company which 
………………… (call) the Lord Chamberlain’s Men and which ………………… (later/know) as 
the King’s Men.  He ………………… (retire) to Stratford around 1613 where he ……………… 
(die) three years later. 

Sir Isaac Newton …………… (be) often so deeply interested in 
difficult problems that he …………… (become) quite absent-minded. One 
day a gentleman …………… (come) to see him, but …………… (tell) that 
Sir Isaac …………… (be) busy in his study since that morning, and that 
nobody …………… (allow) to disturb him.  

  As it was dinner time, the visitor ……… (sit) down in the dining room to wait for the scientist. 
The servant …………… (come) and ……… (place) a boiled chicken under a cover on the table. 
The gentleman, feeling very hungry, ………… (eat) the chicken, and covering up the skeleton, 
………… (ask) the servant to prepare another one for his master. 

  Before the second chicken was ready the scientist ………… (enter) the room, apologizing for 
his delay. Then Sir Isaac ………… (add) that as he ………… (feel) rather tired and hungry, 
he ………… (hope) that the visitor ………… (excuse) him a little longer, and after dinner he 
………… (be) at the gentleman’s service. With those words Newton ……… (lift) the cover, 
without any emotion ………… (turn) round to his visitor and ………… (say) that what a 
strange set the scientists ………… (be), as he himself quite ………… (forget) that he 
………… (dine) already! 

  At this moment the servant ……… (bring) in the other chicken. The visitor ……… (explain) 
how matters ………… (stand). After a hearty laugh, the hungry scientist ………… (sit) down 
to dine.  

The text describes how__________ 
1) the visitor studied the skeleton of the chicken 2) Isaac Newton had dinner with his visitor. 
3) the great physicist worked in his study. 4) Isaac Newton forgot if he had had dinner. 

1) He was busy in his study when a visitor came. 
2) Newton was interested in the problem of cooking. 
3) An absent-minded visitor came to see Newton. 
4) The gentleman was allowed to disturb Newton when he was having dinner. 
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III. Choose the sentence (1-4) which doesn’t fit the story. 

 

IV. Choose the best heading to the text. 

 

V. Find antonyms of these words in the text. 

 

VI. Find the similar words or expressions in the text and write them next to these words. 

 

       
  

1) The visitor waited for Newton in the dining room. 
2) The servant put a boiled chicken on the table. 
3) An hour later Newton did not appear. 
4) The visitor ate the chicken and cooked another one. 

1) A Visit to Sir Isaac Newton. 2) An Absent-Minded Scientist.  

3) A Hard Working Scientist.  4) A Pleasant Dinner. 

 

1) attentive, practical ______________ 2) be forbidden, __________________ 
3) to drop, lower __________________ 4) despair, doubt __________________ 
5) to subtract, remove _____________ 6) raw (meat) ____________________ 
7) to calm, quiet __________________ 
 

1) make or be slow or late______________________ 
2) express regret for something__________________ 
3) any strong feeling __________________________ 
4) a caller, guest ______________________________ 
5) make something easier to understand __________ 
6) a thing that is put over something to hide it, protect it, or close it __________________ 
7) a person working for others _________________ 
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Look at the pictures and describe the before picture with active voice, then use the passive 
voice to describe what was done. 

                      The Room is dirty.                                            The Room was cleaned. 

  
Before After 

 

  
Before After 

 

  
Before After 

 

  
Before After 

 

  
Before After 

e.g.
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Look at the pictures and describe the before picture with active voice, then use the passive 
voice to describe what was done. 

                      The Room is dirty.                                            The Room was cleaned. 

  
Before After 

 

  
Before After 

 

  
Before After 

 

  
Before After 

 

  
Before After 

e.g.
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Ms Nokhbe: Hi girls! Good morning.  
Class: Hi teacher! 

Ms Nokhbe: Let’s start the lesson, shall we? 
Class: OK Miss. 
Ms Nokhbe: We have finished the reading, haven’t we?  
Class: Yeah, we have. We did it last session. 
Ms Nokhbe: OK then. Let’s start the grammar today. 
 
 
Tag questions are small questions added to the end of a statement when seeking or expecting 
confirmation of that statement. 
They mean something like: "Am I right?" or "Do you agree?" 
They are very common in spoken English rather than the written form. 
 

 

 

 

The basic structure is :  

Statement Tag Question Answer 

Positive ( affirmative), 

[+] 

Negative tags? 

[-] 

Positive answers. 

[+] 
Negative statements, 

[-] 

Positive tags? 

[+] 

Negative answers. 

[-] 

Note: The statement is like the answer ( positive = positive, and vice versa) 

The structural form of the question: 

 Tag questions are made using an auxiliary 
verb (for example: be, do or have) and a 
subject pronoun (for example: I, you, she). 
Negative question tags are usually 
contracted. 
 If the main clause has an auxiliary verb in 
it, you use the same verb in the tag question. 
If there is no auxiliary verb (in the present 
simple and past simple) use do / does / did. 
 

 The statement and the tag are always 
separated by a comma. 

 طالعاتا خبری برای گرفتن هالی سواالت کوتاهی هستند که به پایان یک جملهای سودنباله
   شوند. یا انتظار تاکید اضافه می

ای هستند، که بیشتر در انگلیسی محاوره "موافقی؟"یا  "درسته؟"آنها چیزی شبیه 
 نوع نوشتاری.در ترند تا متداول

 

 شوند.سوالی همیشه با یک ویرگول از هم جدا می ةپایه و دنبالعبارت 

و     (for example: be, do or have)های سوالی از یک فعل کمکی دنباله
 شوند.تشکیل می (for example: I, you, she) فاعلی یک ضمیر

اده سوالی استف ی داشته باشیم، از خودش در دنبالةاگر در عبارت پایه فعل کمک
 /doکنیم. و اگر فعل کمکی نداشته باشیم، )در زمان حال و گذشته ساده( از می

does / did کنیم.استفاده می 
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Positive sentences, with negative tags: 

 Positive statement [+] Negative tag [-] 

tense subject auxiliary main verb  auxiliary subject 
pronoun 

Present simple ‘be’ You   are Saudi, aren’t you? 
Present simple other 

verbs You   like coffee, don’t you? 

Present continuous You are coming,   aren’t you? 
Past simple ‘be’ Maria   was there, wasn’t she? 

Past simple other verbs Hamid  went to the party, didn’t he? 
Past continuous You were waiting at the station, weren’t you? 
Present perfect We have finished,   haven’t we? 
Present perfect 

continuous She has been studying a lot recently, hasn’t she? 

Future simple She will come at six, won’t she? 
Modals He can help,   can’t he? 
Modals Tom must stay,   mustn’t he? 
Modals He should try harder, shouldn’t he? 

Negative sentences, with positive tags: 

 Negative statement [-] Positive tag [+] 

tense subject auxiliary main verb  
 auxiliary subject 

pronoun 
Present simple ‘be’ You  aren’t English, are you? 
Pres. simple other 

verbs He doesn’t like coffee, does he? 

Present continuous The bus isn’t coming,  is it? 
Past simple ‘be’ Shila  wasn’t at home, was she? 

Past simple other verbs They didn’t go out last week, did they? 
Past continuous You weren’t sleeping,  were you? 
Present perfect She hasn’t eaten all the cake, has she? 
Present perfect 

continuous He hasn’t been running in this weather, has he? 

Future simple They won’t be late, will they? 
Modals She can’t speak Arabic, can she? 
Modals We mustn’t tell her, must we? 
Modals He shouldn’t drive so fast, should he? 

 

 ه کنید.به موارد مهم زیر توجنکته: 
NOTE 

 The question tag after I am is aren’t I.  
- I am the winner, aren't I? 

 Non-negative tags are used after sentences containing negative words like never, no, nobody, hardly, 
scarcely and little. 
- You never say what you’re thinking, do you? 
- It’s no good, is it? 
- It’s hardly rained at all this summer, has it? 
- There’s little we can do about it, is there? 
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Positive sentences, with negative tags: 

 Positive statement [+] Negative tag [-] 

tense subject auxiliary main verb  auxiliary subject 
pronoun 

Present simple ‘be’ You   are Saudi, aren’t you? 
Present simple other 

verbs You   like coffee, don’t you? 

Present continuous You are coming,   aren’t you? 
Past simple ‘be’ Maria   was there, wasn’t she? 

Past simple other verbs Hamid  went to the party, didn’t he? 
Past continuous You were waiting at the station, weren’t you? 
Present perfect We have finished,   haven’t we? 
Present perfect 

continuous She has been studying a lot recently, hasn’t she? 

Future simple She will come at six, won’t she? 
Modals He can help,   can’t he? 
Modals Tom must stay,   mustn’t he? 
Modals He should try harder, shouldn’t he? 

Negative sentences, with positive tags: 

 Negative statement [-] Positive tag [+] 

tense subject auxiliary main verb  
 auxiliary subject 

pronoun 
Present simple ‘be’ You  aren’t English, are you? 
Pres. simple other 

verbs He doesn’t like coffee, does he? 

Present continuous The bus isn’t coming,  is it? 
Past simple ‘be’ Shila  wasn’t at home, was she? 

Past simple other verbs They didn’t go out last week, did they? 
Past continuous You weren’t sleeping,  were you? 
Present perfect She hasn’t eaten all the cake, has she? 
Present perfect 

continuous He hasn’t been running in this weather, has he? 

Future simple They won’t be late, will they? 
Modals She can’t speak Arabic, can she? 
Modals We mustn’t tell her, must we? 
Modals He shouldn’t drive so fast, should he? 

 

 ه کنید.به موارد مهم زیر توجنکته: 
NOTE 

 The question tag after I am is aren’t I.  
- I am the winner, aren't I? 

 Non-negative tags are used after sentences containing negative words like never, no, nobody, hardly, 
scarcely and little. 
- You never say what you’re thinking, do you? 
- It’s no good, is it? 
- It’s hardly rained at all this summer, has it? 
- There’s little we can do about it, is there? 
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 Verb ‘to have’ 
Have in Present Perfect makes questions and negatives without do. 
- You haven’t heard the news, have you? 
After non-auxiliary have (possession, obligation), question tags with have and do are often both 
possible. Do is common in American and modern British English. 
- Your father has a bad back, hasn’t/doesn’t he? 
- We have plenty of time, don’t we? 
- She had to leave, didn’t she? 

Imperative 

Imperative Tag  
Give me a break, won’t you? Affirmative statement 
Don’t walk on the grass, will you? Negative statement 
Give me a hand, will you? Will/would/can/could you?: to 

tell or ask people to do things Open a window, would you? 
Shut up, can’t you? Can’t you expresses impatience 
Let’s start, shall we? After let’s  (in suggestions etc.) 

we use shall we? Let’s not get into that now, shall we? 
 

 
 

 

Complete the questions tags in the conversations with the words in the box. 
 

did don’t haven’t isn’t shall wasn’t aren’t could 
Mina: It’s a beautiful day! 
Lucy: It’s lovely, isn’t it? Why don’t we go to the beach?  
Mina: Yes, let’s do that, ………… we? 
L: We could drive but let’s walk, we need the exercise. 
M: We do, ………… we? I’ll get my things.  
L: Last time you forgot your towel. 
M: I didn’t have it with me, ………… I?, so I borrowed yours. 
Anyway, let’s go.  
Later…  
L: That was great, ………… it? I feel very hungry now. 
M: Me too. This place looks good. 
L: Yeah, we’ve been here before, ………… we? It has really good pizza. 
M: That’s right, Oh, I haven’t got my wallet. You couldn’t lend me some money, ………… you? 
L: First a towel, then your wallet, you never remember anything. 
M: Well, we’re friends, ………… we? Let’s go inside. 

Write the correct tag: 

1. You must come to the party, _________? 

2. Samyar doesn’t like cooking, ________? 

3. You are on duty, _________? 

4. Javad hasn’t got a dog, ________? 

5. You ate a cake yesterday, ________? 

6. They speak French,  ________? 

7. Lucy can’t play table tennis, _________? 

Be careful with the tags in these sentences: 

1. I’m a student, __________? 

2. Let’s go to the stadium, _________? 

3. I’m not very happy, __________? 

4. Open the door, ________? 

5. Don’t take this bag, ________? 

6. Don’t talk, ________? 

7. Shut up, ______________? 
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Nokhbe Pupil would like to check her whether she has 
learnt the grammar. Help her do the following exercise. 

 

Write the correct tag question and the short answers.  
1. A: Your dad was in China last month, …………? B: Yes, ………… 
2. A: Columbus discovered America in 1492, …………? 
 B: Yes,…………….., but the Vikings were there 500 years before him! 
3. A: Andy has been here before, …………? 
 B: No, ……………….. This is his first visit. 
4. A: Stop that noise, …………? B: OK, sorry. 
5. A: Your dog eats carrots, …………? B: No, …………! Who told you that? 
6. A: You haven’t read this book, …………? 
 B: No, I ………………, but I’d like to read it now. 
7. A: You don’t believe me, …………? B: No, I ………… 
 

Now it is Nokhbe Pupil’s turn. Let’s do this exercise with him. 

Complete the sentences with the correct tag question.  

1. He sometimes reads the newspaper, ……………………? 

2. Mary has answered the teacher's question, ………………? 

3. Tina and Maria will arrive at school, …………………………? 

4. Dogs like meat, ………………………………? 

5. Let's go, …………………………………………? 

6. Don't smoke, …………………………………………? 

7. He'll never know, …………………………………………? 

8. I think he's from India, ……………………………………? 

9. Lovely day today, …………………………………………? 

10. I'm clever,…………………………………………………? 
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Nokhbe Pupil would like to check her whether she has 
learnt the grammar. Help her do the following exercise. 

 

Write the correct tag question and the short answers.  
1. A: Your dad was in China last month, …………? B: Yes, ………… 
2. A: Columbus discovered America in 1492, …………? 
 B: Yes,…………….., but the Vikings were there 500 years before him! 
3. A: Andy has been here before, …………? 
 B: No, ……………….. This is his first visit. 
4. A: Stop that noise, …………? B: OK, sorry. 
5. A: Your dog eats carrots, …………? B: No, …………! Who told you that? 
6. A: You haven’t read this book, …………? 
 B: No, I ………………, but I’d like to read it now. 
7. A: You don’t believe me, …………? B: No, I ………… 
 

Now it is Nokhbe Pupil’s turn. Let’s do this exercise with him. 

Complete the sentences with the correct tag question.  

1. He sometimes reads the newspaper, ……………………? 

2. Mary has answered the teacher's question, ………………? 

3. Tina and Maria will arrive at school, …………………………? 

4. Dogs like meat, ………………………………? 

5. Let's go, …………………………………………? 

6. Don't smoke, …………………………………………? 

7. He'll never know, …………………………………………? 

8. I think he's from India, ……………………………………? 

9. Lovely day today, …………………………………………? 

10. I'm clever,…………………………………………………? 
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QUESTION TAGS 
 
(advanced points) 
 
 

Exercises 
I: Choose suitable tags. 
1. I  am hungry, ………… 

a) aren't I?   b) am not I ?    c) do I ? 

2. Let's go because it's  getting late, ………… 
a) will we ?    b) shall we ?   c) don't we ? 

3. Nobody came to the meeting, ………… 
a) didn't  he?   b) didn't  they ?  c) did they ? 

4. He'd better try harder, ………… 
a) wouldn't he ?   b) hadn't he ?  c) didn't he ? 

5. Everyone has heard this terrible news, ………… 
a) hasn't he ?    b) haven't they  c) have they ? 

6. Somebody must tell Ann about the accident, ………… 
a) mustn't they ?  b) must they ?   c) don't they ? 

7. You'd rather tell me about her , ………… 
a) hadn't you ?  b) don't you ?   c) wouldn't you ? 

8. No salt is allowed, ………… 
a) isn't it ?  b) doesn't it ?  c) is it ? 

9. Tom hardly ever goes to parties, ………… 
a) doesn't he ?   b) does he ?   c) did he ? 

10. Neither of them complained, ………… 
a) didn't they ?  b) don't they ?    c) did they ? 

11. Open the window, ………… 
a) do you  ?   b) don't you ?   c) would you 

12. There is little we can do about it, ………… 
a) isn't it ?   b) is it ?    c) is there ? 

13. Don't drive too fast, ………… 
a) will you ?  b) won't you ?   c) shall we ? 

14. She is seldom very busy, ………… 
a) isn't she ?   b) doesn't she ?   c) is she ? 

15. She never says anything in her English lessons, ………… 
a) doesn't she ?   b) does she ?   c) don't she ? 
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listening 

 
 
 
1. Listen to four conversations between Susan and Tom. What is the weather like in each 
conversation? 

 winter – cold wind; freezing; ... 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Listen again and tick  the things they do in each conversation. Write the number of the 
conversation. 

a. Talk about extreme weather in other places.    1,3 

b. say how nice the weather is. 

c. Complain about the weather. 

d. Talk about the weather forecast. 

e. Say what the weather will be like at the weekend. 

f. Agree with each other. 

g. Say how typical the weather is for the time of year. 
 
 

    
 

  

e.g.
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listening 

 
 
 
1. Listen to four conversations between Susan and Tom. What is the weather like in each 
conversation? 

 winter – cold wind; freezing; ... 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Listen again and tick  the things they do in each conversation. Write the number of the 
conversation. 

a. Talk about extreme weather in other places.    1,3 

b. say how nice the weather is. 

c. Complain about the weather. 

d. Talk about the weather forecast. 

e. Say what the weather will be like at the weekend. 

f. Agree with each other. 

g. Say how typical the weather is for the time of year. 
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Task 1: 

Do you know your classmates? 
 

 
Introduction 
Here is a fun worksheet activity to help students practice tag 
questions and short answers. 
 
Procedure 
Give each student a copy of the worksheets. 
 
Tell the students to write the name of a classmate in each 
sentence that they think best matches the statement. 
 
Explain that the students can only write down the same name 
twice. This is to ensure they speak 
to as many different partners as 
possible. 
 
When the students have completed 
their sentences, they ask their 
classmates tag questions to see if 
their statements are right or wrong. 
 
 

Students receive one point for each correct statement. 
 
The student with the most correct statements is the winner. 
 
A: Write the name of a classmate in each sentence that you think best matches the statement. 
1. …………………… spends a lot of money on clothes. 
2. …………………… isn’t afraid of spiders. 
3. …………………… went to bed late last night. 
4. …………………… lives in an apartment. 
5. …………………… is a romantic. 
6. …………………… would like to travel around the world. 
7. …………………… has had a haircut recently. 
8. …………………… studies English every day. 
9. …………………… doesn’t have a pet. 
10. …………………… is interested in art. 
11. …………………… wouldn’t like to go sky diving. 

Activity Type:  
Reading, writing, listening 
and speaking activities 
Language Focus:  
Tag questions and short 
answers 

Aim:  
To complete sentences with 
the names of students that 
you think best match the 
statements and then check 
if the statements are right or 
wrong by asking tag 
questions. 

Preparation:  
Make one copy of the 
worksheet for each student. 
Time: 20 min. 
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12. …………………… doesn’t like cats. 
13. …………………… has been to Southeast Asia. 
14. …………………… didn’t go out last weekend. 
15. …………………… plays a musical instrument. 
16. …………………… is feeling sleepy at the moment. 
17. …………………… has been to the cinema this week. 
18. …………………… hasn’t been on holiday this year. 
19. …………………… can play football really well. 
20. …………………… speaks English very well. 
 
 
B: Now, ask your classmates tag questions to see if your statements are right or wrong. Award 
yourself one point for each correct statement. 
 
Examples: 
You spend a lot of money on clothes, don’t you?           Yes, I do. / No, I don’t. 
You aren’t afraid of spiders, are you?                             Yes, I am. / No, I’m not. 
 
 
Task 2: 

Tag Questionnaire 
 

 Introduction: This engaging worksheet activity helps to teach 
students how to ask and answer tag questions. 
Procedure: Give each student a copy of the worksheet. 
 
Explain that the students are going to conduct a questionnaire 
using tag questions, but first they need to complete the questions 
on their worksheet with positive and negative tags. 
Students must also create two more tag questions at the bottom of 
the worksheet. 
 
When the students have completed all the tag questions, go 
through the tags and check the students’ own questions.  
 
Students then walk around the 
classroom asking the tag questions 

to the students who they think can confirm the information in each 
question. 
 
When a classmate answers appropriately, confirming the 
information in the question, the student writes down their name in 
the ‘Name’ column next to the item. 
 
The student then asks a follow-up question to gain more 
information. This information is written in the last column. 
 
Tell the students that they can only have the same name once. This is to encourage them to speak 
to as many different partners as possible. 

Activity Type:  
Reading, writing, listening 
and speaking activity 
Language Focus:  
Tag questions and short 
answers 
Aim:  
To practice asking and 
answering tag questions 
Preparation:  
Make one copy of the 
worksheet for each student. 
Time: 20 min. 
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12. …………………… doesn’t like cats. 
13. …………………… has been to Southeast Asia. 
14. …………………… didn’t go out last weekend. 
15. …………………… plays a musical instrument. 
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17. …………………… has been to the cinema this week. 
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You spend a lot of money on clothes, don’t you?           Yes, I do. / No, I don’t. 
You aren’t afraid of spiders, are you?                             Yes, I am. / No, I’m not. 
 
 
Task 2: 
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 Introduction: This engaging worksheet activity helps to teach 
students how to ask and answer tag questions. 
Procedure: Give each student a copy of the worksheet. 
 
Explain that the students are going to conduct a questionnaire 
using tag questions, but first they need to complete the questions 
on their worksheet with positive and negative tags. 
Students must also create two more tag questions at the bottom of 
the worksheet. 
 
When the students have completed all the tag questions, go 
through the tags and check the students’ own questions.  
 
Students then walk around the 
classroom asking the tag questions 

to the students who they think can confirm the information in each 
question. 
 
When a classmate answers appropriately, confirming the 
information in the question, the student writes down their name in 
the ‘Name’ column next to the item. 
 
The student then asks a follow-up question to gain more 
information. This information is written in the last column. 
 
Tell the students that they can only have the same name once. This is to encourage them to speak 
to as many different partners as possible. 

Activity Type:  
Reading, writing, listening 
and speaking activity 
Language Focus:  
Tag questions and short 
answers 
Aim:  
To practice asking and 
answering tag questions 
Preparation:  
Make one copy of the 
worksheet for each student. 
Time: 20 min. 
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When everyone has finished, ask students to give feedback to the rest of the class on what they 
found out. If there are any interesting findings, encourage the students to discuss them in more 
detail. 

 

Tag questions Names More information 

1. You weren’t late to class today, …………………?   

2. You went shopping last weekend, …………………?   

3. You didn’t study English yesterday,…………………?   

4. You don’t live in an apartment, …………………?   

5. You are going on holiday soon, …………………?   

6. You can use photoshop, …………………?   

7. You were in class last week, …………………?   

8. You have ridden an elephant, …………………?   

9. You can’t speak three languages, …………………?   

10. You won’t go abroad this year, …………………?   

11. You haven’t been to China, …………………?   

12. You like cycling, ……………………………?   

13. You ……………………………………………?   

14. You ……………………………………………?   
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Writing 

 
Coordinating Conjunctions    حروف ربط همپایه 

Two independent clauses can be connected by a connecting word called a coordinating 

conjunction. The coordinating conjunctions are for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so.         

 
1. For shows a reason:  My father is hungry, for he 

hasn't eaten anything since yesterday.  

2. And shows equal ideas: My father is tired, and he wants to take some rest. 

 

3. Nor indicates a negative choice: 
Alison is not clever, nor is she hardworking.  

 

4. But shows contrast: Alison was very tired, but she didn't rest at all. 

 

5. Or indicates a choice: I can go to the cinema, or I can watch the movie on TV. 

 

6. Yet indicates contrast: I am very hungry, yet I don't want to eat anything. 

 

7. So points to a result: Bob studied hard, so he passed his exam. 

 

توانیم با استفاده از حروف ربط همپایه دو جملة پایه را می

 به هم وصل کنیم. حروف ربط همپایه عبارتند از:

for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so 
 

کنیم. قبل از این حروف ربط از ویرگول استفاده می 

 عالمت اختصاریFANBOYS  را به خاطر داشته باشید. این

 کلمه از حرف اول کلمات ربط همپایه ساخته شده است. 

 

 کنیم.استفاده می forبرای نشان دادن دلیل از 

 کنیم.برای نشان دادن احساسات و فعالیت های مشابه استفاده می andاز حرف ربط 

 ه آن(.ن دهد نه این وباشد )یعنی نشان میآید. این کلمه بیانگر تسویه منفی میابتدا فعل کمکی و سپس فاعل می norبعد از 

but رودبرای بیان تضاد به کار می. 

or باشد.نشان دهندة حق انتخاب می 

 م.کنیبرای بیان تضاد استفاده می yetاز حرف ربط 

 کنیم.استفاده می soبرای بیان نتیجه از 
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Writing 

 
Coordinating Conjunctions    حروف ربط همپایه 

Two independent clauses can be connected by a connecting word called a coordinating 

conjunction. The coordinating conjunctions are for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so.         

 
1. For shows a reason:  My father is hungry, for he 

hasn't eaten anything since yesterday.  

2. And shows equal ideas: My father is tired, and he wants to take some rest. 

 

3. Nor indicates a negative choice: 
Alison is not clever, nor is she hardworking.  

 

4. But shows contrast: Alison was very tired, but she didn't rest at all. 

 

5. Or indicates a choice: I can go to the cinema, or I can watch the movie on TV. 

 

6. Yet indicates contrast: I am very hungry, yet I don't want to eat anything. 

 

7. So points to a result: Bob studied hard, so he passed his exam. 

 

توانیم با استفاده از حروف ربط همپایه دو جملة پایه را می

 به هم وصل کنیم. حروف ربط همپایه عبارتند از:

for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so 
 

کنیم. قبل از این حروف ربط از ویرگول استفاده می 

 عالمت اختصاریFANBOYS  را به خاطر داشته باشید. این

 کلمه از حرف اول کلمات ربط همپایه ساخته شده است. 

 

 کنیم.استفاده می forبرای نشان دادن دلیل از 

 کنیم.برای نشان دادن احساسات و فعالیت های مشابه استفاده می andاز حرف ربط 

 ه آن(.ن دهد نه این وباشد )یعنی نشان میآید. این کلمه بیانگر تسویه منفی میابتدا فعل کمکی و سپس فاعل می norبعد از 

but رودبرای بیان تضاد به کار می. 

or باشد.نشان دهندة حق انتخاب می 

 م.کنیبرای بیان تضاد استفاده می yetاز حرف ربط 

 کنیم.استفاده می soبرای بیان نتیجه از 
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Use suitable coordinate conjunctions and create compound sentences. One is done for you. 
While some conjunctions might be used for more than one compound sentence, others might 
not be used at all! 
The kids can watch a movie    nor    he was rehearsing it        
I need to take a rest            but         they have trouble understanding some points 
He was studying French        for       he enjoyed watching French movies 
John had a lecture         and    I have worked for seven hours 
The students are reviewing yet       she seems to be conscious 
their lessons   
The patient cannot move    so      they can play in the school yard 
  or   I will buy a house    
 
The kids can watch a movie, or they can play in the school yard. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Pre-Writing 
Let's discuss the following questions orally first and then write your own answers. 
Does your school have a janitor? 
……………………………………………………………………  
Do you know their names? 
……………………………………………………………………  
Do you respect and appreciate them? 
……………………………………………………………………  
Do you think janitors have an important job? 
……………………………………………………………………  
What would happen if your school didn't have a janitor? 
……………………………………………………………………  
 
Writing 
Peter's school is a very big school. There are many classroom, labs, and libraries in it. There are 

long corridors and huge conference halls. Also the school has a spacious yard and a very big gym. 
Mr. Atkins is the school janitor. He is a very kind old man. He keeps the school clean and takes 
good care of the students. He respects the parents and does his best to make everything look perfect 
at school. Peter and his classmates have decided to appreciate and recognize Mr. Atkins' efforts. 
They are sharing their ideas on how to appreciate him. Read the sentences and fill in the blanks 
using the correct form of the words given, and write appropriate question tags for them. 
 

- Well, I think we can …… very beautiful ….. for him, ……? (buy – can) 
- Or we may decide to …… him and his family …… sometimes, ……? (ask – out) 
- I think we shouldn't …… him cash, ……? (give) 
- As far as I know, throwing a party in his honor …… quite exciting, ……? (can – be)  
- I believe that some money needs …… first. Then we will …… him a bike, this is so cute, ……? 
  (raise – buy) 
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Write a short paragraph on how you would appreciate Mr. Atkins. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 
Put the following sentences in the correct order and hammer out a paragraph on appreciating 
your parents. 
They should cherish and appreciate them. 
To put it in a nutshell, they mean the world to me. 
And my dad is always there when I need help. 
Therefore children should not take them for granted. 
He always tries to surprise me and make me happy. 
My mom has always loved me as if I am still a baby. 
For example, once he kindly bought me the scooter I loved for my 
birthday. 
I think parents are divine blessing for children. 
She once didn't sleep a wink a whole night because I was terribly sick. 
 Honestly, my mom and dad are simply like two angels.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Post-Writing 
How can a janitor be appreciated? 
Discuss other possible ways of appreciating your school janitor in groups and let the group 
spokesperson prepare a summary of your discussions. The spokesperson should present the 
summary orally. 
Have you ever appreciated your teachers?  
Why should teachers be appreciated? 
Write a paragraph on appreciating your teacher. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Write a short paragraph on how you would appreciate Mr. Atkins. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 
Put the following sentences in the correct order and hammer out a paragraph on appreciating 
your parents. 
They should cherish and appreciate them. 
To put it in a nutshell, they mean the world to me. 
And my dad is always there when I need help. 
Therefore children should not take them for granted. 
He always tries to surprise me and make me happy. 
My mom has always loved me as if I am still a baby. 
For example, once he kindly bought me the scooter I loved for my 
birthday. 
I think parents are divine blessing for children. 
She once didn't sleep a wink a whole night because I was terribly sick. 
 Honestly, my mom and dad are simply like two angels.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Post-Writing 
How can a janitor be appreciated? 
Discuss other possible ways of appreciating your school janitor in groups and let the group 
spokesperson prepare a summary of your discussions. The spokesperson should present the 
summary orally. 
Have you ever appreciated your teachers?  
Why should teachers be appreciated? 
Write a paragraph on appreciating your teacher. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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 Test Yourselfد کوشآموزنند سختد انش ةویژ
 
Choose the best answer. 
 

Part A: Grammar and Writing 
1. I know that people's handwriting changes as they get older, …………? 

1) don't I  2) don't you  3) doesn't it  4) don't they 
2. Every spring, the clerk ………… abroad to take some courses. 

1) is sent  2) has sent  3) is sending  4) sends 
3. The studious donator enjoyed ………… by the chairman. 

1) appreciated  2) appreciating  3) to be appreciated  4) being appreciated 
4. I didn't realize that our conversation ………… . 

1) was recording  2) being recorded  3) was being recorded 4) has been recorded 
5. All the sentences below are correct except for ………… . 

1) He was crying all day, yet I made him laugh.  
2) He'd read this book, wouldn't he? 
3) I refuse to hug to people I don’t know, nor will I kiss them.  
4) The parcel's being delivering. 

6. A: Are you trying to relax?  B: Yes. I'm very tired, ………… I am unable to relax. 
1) thus  2) yet  3) however  4) or 

7. They had to finish writing the book on time , …………?  
1) hadn't they  2) had they  3) didn't they  4) did they  

 
 
Part B: Vocabulary: 
 

1. It was ………… of you to lend me the money. 
1) interested  2) dedicated  3) generous  4) religious  

2. The medical tests showed some ………… in the baby's heart rate. 
1) variation  2) dedication  3) imagination  4) reception 

3. She ………… her hand so that I could see what she was holding. 
1) spared  2) lowered  3) boosted  4) climbed   

4. A: I think a lot of people go to the theatre these days. 
B: That's right. The theatre managed to ………… its audiences by cutting ticket prices. 

1) distinguish  2) dedicate  3) found  4) boost  

5. A: The manager did his best to ………… some of the workers' problems? 
B: You're right. He did a lot to ………… conditions for factory workers. 

1) solve/ increase  2) reduce/ describe  3) solve/ improve  4) reduce/ attract  

6. A: What does your father do within the organization? 
B:  He performs several important ………… . 

1) functions  2) factors  3) experiences  4) emotions 

7. A: Can the elderly learn as well as children do? 
B: No, loss of ………… is a natural part of old ………… . 

1) memorizing/ age  2) memory/ person   
3) memorizing/ person 4) memory/ age 

8. That Tom believes he's ………… a mistake is a sign of …………, not weakness. 
1) done/ strength 2) made/ strength  3) made/ strong 4) done/ strong 
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9. A: How hardworking David is! He has won two gold medals. 
B: Yeah, really. I deeply ………… him for what he has achieved. 

1) respect  2) recognize  3) remind  4) remember  

10. Can't you see that you're really frightening your little brother? Don't be so ………… . 
1) kind  2) active  3) cruel  4) sociable  

11. Man is gifted with a ………… sense by which he distinguishes good from evil. 
1) cultural  2) natural  3) moral  4) normal 

12. A: Match the words on the left with the ones on the right columns. 
B: In fact, you want us to ………… collocations. 

1) build  2) make  3) invent  4) discover 

13. My son says he has decided to learn the Holy Quran ………… . 
1) in mind  2) on hand 3) of chest 4) by heart 

14. A: Do scientists always invent and make new things? 
B: Not always. Some technologies and ………… are made by ………… people like  
      workers and housewives. 

1) tools/ ordinary  2) instances/ specific 3) identities/ odd 4) guidelines/ extra 

15. A: Is ‘fast meal’ correct in English? 
B: No, certain ………… of words are not possible in English. 

1) combinations  2) collocations  3) descriptions  4) inspiration 

16. The ship’s crew will spare no …… to make your Mediterranean voyage unforgettable. 
1) aches  2) damages  3) pains 4) hints 

17. It will be a wonderful trip, no expense ………… . 
1) spared    2) spilled   3) spent    4) spread 

18. A: The president took immediate ………… to stop the fighting. 
B: I hope they can stop it. The situation is so risky. 

1) steps   2) nations      3) opinions  4) obligations 

19. The man was ………… as tall, fat and with short dark hair. 
1) considering  2) confirming  3) appreciated    4) described 

20. They were trying to ………… an agreement on several issues. 
1) reach to    2) come   3) come to  4) sign to 

21. A: The release of all prisoners must be ………… .  B: That’s against the law. 
1) immoral    2) normal    3) unfortunate    4) unconditional 

22. A: What is she really good at? 
B: Her main ………… is her critical thinking ability. 

1) pattern  2) possibility  3) strength     4) success 
23. A: Her interest in poetry ………… her to begin writing. 

B: Interesting. And of course, she’s had the talent. 
1) inspired   2) elicited  3) dedicated    4) devoted 

24. Mr. Richards began to question the ………… of his position. 
1) ethics    2) scores   3) quantities  4) variations 
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9. A: How hardworking David is! He has won two gold medals. 
B: Yeah, really. I deeply ………… him for what he has achieved. 

1) respect  2) recognize  3) remind  4) remember  

10. Can't you see that you're really frightening your little brother? Don't be so ………… . 
1) kind  2) active  3) cruel  4) sociable  

11. Man is gifted with a ………… sense by which he distinguishes good from evil. 
1) cultural  2) natural  3) moral  4) normal 

12. A: Match the words on the left with the ones on the right columns. 
B: In fact, you want us to ………… collocations. 

1) build  2) make  3) invent  4) discover 

13. My son says he has decided to learn the Holy Quran ………… . 
1) in mind  2) on hand 3) of chest 4) by heart 

14. A: Do scientists always invent and make new things? 
B: Not always. Some technologies and ………… are made by ………… people like  
      workers and housewives. 

1) tools/ ordinary  2) instances/ specific 3) identities/ odd 4) guidelines/ extra 

15. A: Is ‘fast meal’ correct in English? 
B: No, certain ………… of words are not possible in English. 

1) combinations  2) collocations  3) descriptions  4) inspiration 

16. The ship’s crew will spare no …… to make your Mediterranean voyage unforgettable. 
1) aches  2) damages  3) pains 4) hints 

17. It will be a wonderful trip, no expense ………… . 
1) spared    2) spilled   3) spent    4) spread 

18. A: The president took immediate ………… to stop the fighting. 
B: I hope they can stop it. The situation is so risky. 

1) steps   2) nations      3) opinions  4) obligations 

19. The man was ………… as tall, fat and with short dark hair. 
1) considering  2) confirming  3) appreciated    4) described 

20. They were trying to ………… an agreement on several issues. 
1) reach to    2) come   3) come to  4) sign to 

21. A: The release of all prisoners must be ………… .  B: That’s against the law. 
1) immoral    2) normal    3) unfortunate    4) unconditional 

22. A: What is she really good at? 
B: Her main ………… is her critical thinking ability. 

1) pattern  2) possibility  3) strength     4) success 
23. A: Her interest in poetry ………… her to begin writing. 

B: Interesting. And of course, she’s had the talent. 
1) inspired   2) elicited  3) dedicated    4) devoted 

24. Mr. Richards began to question the ………… of his position. 
1) ethics    2) scores   3) quantities  4) variations 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  




